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A .. BS 'I' It.AC T 

The problem of cu1·ren.t contirmity and viscous drag at the boundaries 

in rotating-plasma exp(:,ri.ments is discusf:H:'ld. '-'re partict'ila.rly en:npha.r.;ize a 

hypothetical rnodel having a stE!ady state with rudaJ. symnletry; it is ahowli.'l 

that the discharge imped\lnce derived from this rnodel does .not agree wiU1 

many/observations. The "l:Iomopolar UI 11 e~Lpt:'lr.iment is described in which 

the. flw: sudaces we1·e sh·<.mgly conveJc and parallel to the to:roidal-sha.ped 

electrodes. In thia way friction at the insulators VJa.s reduced. But the 

structure of the discharge deviated dra:Jtically from axial symmetry near the 

outex· surface. Several studies hH.l to th.e conclusiotl that the flow pattern 

probably h'llVolved secondary flo"'vB. A detaile~Cl analysis of this atructux·e was 

not possible. It wat1 aloo found that th"~ t·otational :3J?I'::led could not be rahwd 

above a few cm/JJ.sec becaucw: the in::mlator3 failed in spite of the special 

de sign of the experiment. 
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·BOUNDARY EFFECTS IN ROTATING-PLASW.a...t\ EXPE.RUvlENTS ':< . . 

Wulf B. Kunkel, William R. Baker, .Alexander Bratena.hl, t 
and Klaus Halbach 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of Califol'nia 

Berkeley, California 

August 2, · 1962 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Experiments with highly ionized. rapidly rotating plasmas have been 

. 1-4 . . 
in progress for some time. The motivation for this work has been ex-

5 6 pounded by several authors and needs little further explanation. ' As can . 

be seen in a brief summary of the early work given elsewhere, 7 in all these 

experiments the rotation is produced by passing a radial-current pulse be;-

tween th~ inner and outer--essentially coaxial--electrodes in the presence 

of a primarily axial magnetic fi<~ld. The principal advantage of this procedu1·e 

lies in the very effective energy transfer to ions achieved in a configuration 

already suitable for confinement. The main limitation, on the other hand, 

ia that the plasma usually has to come into intimate contact \vith the electrodes, 

at least during the acceleration. Eventually these difficulties may be over• 

come, for· instance by removal of all electrodes to large distances and hy 

provision for adequate electron flow along the magnetic .. field lines. Most 

experiments to date, hov,;ever, seexn to be very st:l:·ongly influenced by 

bo.undary effect9 of one kind or another. For certain studies contact with 

surfaces might not be of particular concenl, or it might be a necesoary 

·requirement, as in the work by Alfven13 and Fahlcsan. 9 If a fully ionized 

bigh-te:mperature plasma is to be generated, however, any e'~changc of 

particles with the surroundings must be rnini:mhed. 
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In general, the bc,unaa:t'Y effects of pri:cca.1:y cuncern to ua fall into 

three basic categoriez: (1) current continuity at the electl·odes, (2) viscous 

f:dction at ti1 e inm .. tlators (i.e., velocity gradient along the rnagnetic -field 

lirics) and ( 3) vi scour; friction at one or both of ihe electrodes (i.e., velocity 

gradiEmt across the n.~.agnetic-field lines). 'lve discuss these in the order 

listed and illustx·ate their con~equences in c;:ounection vvith some recent 

experimental results. 
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II. CURRENT CONTINUITY AT THE ELECTROD:t:S 

In the macroscopic description of continuum magnetohydrodynamica 

no attention is paid to the nature of the current carriers. Such a simple 

model becomes inadequate, however, when ( 1) the trangport properties are 

anisotropic, (2) the Hall effect ent~rs into the problem, and (3) electrodes 

are involved. For one -dimensional phenomena, inclusion of the first of 

these refinements is, of course, trivial. The Hall effect, on the other hand, 

usually leads ,to complications, particularly when electrodes are required to 

connect the plasma to an external circuit. 

I£ the current between tht:!! electrodes is carried by electrons only, and 

if these electrons pass smoothly from the cathode:; into the plasma and are 

subsequently collected by the anodes, then the ~i.rnple continuurn n'"lagneto

hydrodyna,mic description is perfectly adequate. In highly-ionized rotating 

plasmas with axial symrnet:t'y the driving current tends to be carried by ~· 

however, rather than by electrons. This follows hn.m.ediately :from the 

generalized Ohm1s l.aw for slowly varying currents:10 

cE + v X B 
c c 

j X .B + en 'Vpe = rJ .. • en -- -
(1) 

We write all equations in this paper in the Gaussian ( syrnmetric cgs) system 

of units with conventional meanings for symbols. 
10 

In particular. note~ that: 

the symbol ! here denotes the velocity of the :mass flow of the material and 

tenns of order m /m. are neglected when cornpared to terrns of order unity. 
e 1 

It is convenient to introduce a right-handed orthogonal s.et of curvi-

linear coordinates (n, cp, s) appropriate for systems with general axial 

symmeb.·y. The unit vector e poh1ts in the direction of the outward norm.al 
-n 

of the axisymmetric magnetic .. flux su1·faces, while e ~ is the ordinary azi--·.-
mutha.l direction. The unit vector e it'> given by e = e X e .j, ; i.e., it is 

- s ~ - s ...... n ·'- y 

tangent to the flu::~: surfaces and lies in a plane vvith the axis of sy:mmf;try. 
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Such a coortlinate system is not ve1·y useful when the flux surfaces cannot 

be described analytically and when they vary in time. For our discus;;ion,:;, 

ho-v.:ever, the coordinates can be considered as instantaneously station.:ny, 

and some of the 1·e sulting component equations take on very sin1ple fornu. 

The <j> component of Eq. ( 1), for instance, can be solved directly for vn, 

cE 
v :: .:,:! 

n B 
s 

,•, (2) 

where the subscripts indicate the cornponents o£ the vectors v, ~· ~· and 

j along the directions e , eA.' and e . • The azimuthal component of the ,..... -n -,... -s 

pressure gradient was set equal. to zero because of the assurned a:xial syn1-

1·netry. ·The component :E:(P doet• not vani.sh everywhere, however, as long 

as the currents, particularly jf,' are not cor.n.pletely stationary. 

·' 

The.first term on the :dght describes the centrifugal di:aplacen'lent of 

the fhrx surfaces them.selves. Ita con.aequence0 have be~m studied 

. ' 1 2 3 11 extens1vel)r. • • ' . The other two tern1s rre;present transport of m.r.~sft 

~."::!~ the rnagnetic-flux su:;.·f~.ces. The middle one is due to resistive .slip 

driven by the centrifugal fon.:e and, like the first te1·r:n, iu always outward. 

The last tennis directed from the anode to the cathode and shows that when 

'' jq:. and . E <P are suf:ficiently small, practicaUy the. entire current j
11 

.muat 

be carried by ions. 

This result iH not new, o( course, and it has been pointed out by 

several authors that .an electron sheath shouJ.d forxr• behiveen the a.node and 

the plasma proper if the anode ~annot serve as an ion source, 1• 12 Such a.n 

electro11 sheat]:l would constitute an !P ><: ;:? "alipping .stream, 11 however, 

with enor:r:nous shear stress and as such is certainly.expected to be un~ 

13~16 
stable. Consequently, their flow no longer being larnina.r, the el(~ctr(•ns 
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are able to cro.:Js the magnetic field and d:rain off toward:3 the n.no':e. Thiu 

enHre proce HS provide3 cu.rrent continuity and creates a vil·tually t"!Vacn:• (:e,1 

.rC"gion between the anode and the pla:n:na. A d.etailed analysis of th:i.G prrJC(~ss 

is very co1nplex. It is, for instance, likely tbat pre~;sure gl·adient:J cc:w !:to 

longer be n~gler;ted for such a Ghcath. l:horeove1·, there is sor.<1e dou:Jt whether 

the initial assumption of azimuthal symmetry will still be com1intent with the 

existence of an un::Jta.ble an.:>de sheath. 

Alternatively, ·we nmy speculate that under such conditions of evacuation 

adjacent to the anode surface, gas is likely to be evolved at a substantial rate. 

This gas may get rapidly ionized by the electrons of the int1ipient sheatl1 ::;' 

that the metal surface n1ay act effectively as an apparent ion source after all. 

While such a process cannot be operative for ~xtended times becau~:~e it leajs 

to depletion, it seems possible that short pulses of reasonable current den.dty 

may, in fact, be emitted transiently by the anodes in all c:roased-field plalH:la• 

acceleration processes. 

It is also interesting to spt.;culate on the p~ssible advantages of having 

the electric-field vector pointing radially inwardi i.e. • to select the outer 

cylindrical electrode as the anode in the rotating-plasma experiments. In 

this case the last term on the right of Eq. (2.) opp0ses the first two. and one 

might wonder whether the discharge under these conditions will not :;imply. 

operate in a manner such that the boundary condition v = 0 is satisfied at 
n 

the anode. .13ecauoe of finite heat conduction, diffu:;;ion, and viscosity, the 

resistivity r·: will be la1·ge and v ~ must necessarily be srnall in the in1uHdiatc 

neighborhood of the sul"face. But it would again take a detailed analysis to 

establil.3h v.;hether the required conditions ar<" realizable in practice. 

There is no experhnental evidence, at lease in our own expcrin1ents, 

that the di!;,::harge.s behave better vd1erL the outside electrode io U:3ed a:> the 
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anode than v.•hen it is u:>cd a.:; the cathode. On the COi.1trai·-y, LH; actu;.~l ~.~.-wde 

of operation shows drastic deviations fr01n the assumed a:<:.imutl:.a.l E>fnv-.· •. d:l.'y 

wheneve1· the axially symmetric anode ia forced to be in intimate cont<l.;:t: 

with the revolving plas:rtla (see Sec. VI). 

Neve1·theless, the preceding dis~us~ions are not of acadcmk inte1·est 

only. In one of our early experi:m.ents wit4 rotating pla::nnas it wati demon.-

st:rated that a region filled with plasma can act very effectively as a. virtual 

anode capable of ell"..itting the necessary ion current. The obsc:rvatjoni:S were 

made on the device called Homopolar II, which was very ljimilar in design to 

the Hydromagnetic Capacitor described before. 1 The quartz discs u:Jed a..a 

insulators separating the plasma from the pillbox .. shaped metal containe:~:· had 

a smaller diameter than the chamber itself, so that approx 1/2 -in. -wide 

annular ri~gs of the top and bottom metal surfaces were exposed to the plasma., 

Small metal plates connected to separate leads were inh·oduced through the 

side and mounted as indicated schematically in Fig. 1. 

When the discharge was oscillating it could be demonstrated that most 

of the current passed through probe A when the latter was a cathode and 

through probe B when it was an anode_ The interpretation we have given is 

as· follows: When the outside is the cathode, more ions are collected by probe 

A than electrons are emitted by probe B. When the outside is tl1e anodep howa 

ever6 ions are drawn £ron1. the plasma existing in this region. The electrons 

that a:re left behind are constrained to drain off along the ma.gnetic -fi·~ld lines 

and hence are collected by probe B only. No ions are emitted by probe Ao 

The currents to these localized probes were synchronous with and proportional 

to the total current through the plasma, indicating that the current in this 

discharge was azimuthally symmetric~ 

It is concluded that a re-servoir o£ ionized gas stored in a "hollow" 

electrode behind a magnetic -flux surface can serve very well a::> a vi:rtnal 



anode capable of emitting sub::.tantial ion currents \Vhcm needcJ for the 

effident acceleration of plasrna. The Moscow Ion :vlagnet1·on experirnent 

f 
. 4 

iii an excellent exarnple o such an arrangem.ent. 

-. 

'• 
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Revolviag-plarnna flowB produced. by ·radial :~nr:rc:nt<> u:mally conto.in 

tween the plasn1ct and the :>tationa:ry boundaries, n.ny finite vi8cosity v:ithin 

the plasma will damp out this ~hear and eventually only rigid -body rotation 

will perfJist. During this process the total angular momentum of the plastna 

will stay con~tant. Conve:r;~ely, if th~ pla:n:na slows dovJn and cornea. i:o rest 

in the absence of curren.t8 <mt:;;ide the plaan."la, it nm.at be concluded that the 

angular nJ.on1entunt is sorn~~l.lOVJ t.ra.nc-;fcrred to the sturoundings by an 

essentially mechanical p:r<Jcess; i.e., by friction at the boundaries. The 

energy, in this case, is usually dis~.>ipated prim"-rily in the fluid itself, al-

though possibly -l.n a thin boundary layer. The plas:rna 1nay, of course, hH:e 

all this energy again very r::1pidly by ;:adiatiou and by general heat transfer 

3 to the surroundings. 

If the electrode 8 rernain connected to a conctant-voltage po,ver supply, 

tlw electric f1cld intc grated. f.:t:um. one elect:~· ode to tile other is not pen:nitted 

to change. This rncans the average rotation of the pla~Hna is not allowed to 

decrease in spite of any vis.:::ou3 drag. A l:.ltea.dy state is eventually reached, 

akin to Poir;euille flow in hydr··H·lynaxnk;3, where i:he viscous-zhear stre3S 

is just balanced by a suitable applied force. For a. rotatins plasma this force 

is rwt due to a pressure gradient or grn:vit; as it u~;u21lly is in ordinary 

hydrodynnmics, but is a .J.. X E' body foxce ~vhe1·e tl18 current denai~r 1. rnust 

be supplied by the power f:ltlpply. It should be poi.nted out that the driving 

current j v:hich flows in theGe a::dsyrnrnetric :.::onfigu.:ration:;; requires tl.lc n . . 

p1·esenc8 of axial cmnponenta of curn:nt in regions nl;ar the axi::;, thus 

causin2 an a.c1inmtl1,:ll con17)onent D, I 0 whkh v·a.rie s \V:i.tl.l nosition. A 
- .. {j) .l. 

curvature (rather than a gradient) of the ma;~nc~tic field rer·mltG 1naidag: 

analytic treatrn-r~nts CIJ.n-;.hc:cc;ornc. 
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In mo:3t e;<peri:ments the revol ving-pla~:;rna flo'.v is e sta'olished :rather 

abruptly by a la:q~e-curren.t pulse during '7v·hich t.~e vi;;;cou..> d.r.'lg can b:-~ 

neglected. Therefc>rc. during this phase the features of n10:>t ir1terut are 

the distortion of the rnagneti.c field resulting from the cent:dfuga.l fo).·ce, 

and the boundary problen1s at the electrodes. Under n1a.ny conditiou0 this 

initial phase 7.s 'follo"ved by an e~ttenck;d period of a nearly st~.~ady state, 

which 1·narla.st for many hun-:.h .. >d:3 of rnicrosecond!::, depending prh.cw.rily 

on the tot:-:.U energy available in th:.= driving ;xiVJcr supply .. Ii one wishes 

to describe this phaf:>e o£ cb..:: dischaxge ats a r;>tationary ilow, the foreaoing 

consideration~ of viacou:'l effectd are of pritx1ary hnportance. For a simpli ... 

fled analytic treatment of thio problem ••vc can ntte;;.npt to \.\Se the xnacro-

scofJiC equation of motion of a conducting fluid of finite viscosity, 

p(v • 'i7) v = j X B - Vp + V'(t-l'V)v, -- -.,.. - - .... ( 3) 

where tile last two te1·m•J together, so far, stand. only symbolir.ally for the 

divergence of the corilplete stress tensor. If there is an Cl..XisyJnAnetric 

steady state, the azimuthal component of Ohmvs law is given by F.q. (2) with 

Ecp = o. The longitudinal component is not of much interest in thi.s develop

mP.nt, but the normal component becomes 

c 
cE + v B - v B -t- -·- ( 'i7 p + J. D - j B ) :x n J. • ( 4) 

n 4-, s s ¢1 en n e. 1> a s ~ n 

Fortunately, quantitative estimates indicate that in the rotating-pla::Jma 

experLl:Km.ts that are actually bdng pe:dorrned. all but the fil·st two terms 

on the left side can usually be neglected. Sirnila.:;:ly, v as evaluated from 
n 

Eq. (2.) for the steady state, as well as v , j , and ('i7p) can be ignored in· 
s s n 

Eq. (3). Ii we furtlterrnorc assua-;..e for sbnplicity that the viscosity L.> iao-

tropic a.nd ind·~pendent of position, the three cornponerits of Eq. ( 3) reduce to 
., 

- pv,P_··· 
cos a = j B , 

l' $ s 
(5) 
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sin a. - J. B ( V'p) - nl}- s' 

2 
0 =j B t Jl('V v_) ..... , 

n s y 

UC.H.L-10399 

( 6) 

( 7) 

V'Jhere r denotes the distance fi·orn the a .. xis of rotation and the angle tl L~ 

= B /B • r El 
This oet must utill be a.Uf~r.nented with .l\Ja);wdl• :3 

equatitjtl 'V X ~ = 4'1Tt_ as well as with a relation between p and p, and 

boundary conditions on !• ~ and §• Obviously, .;elf-consistent solutic)l(Ll of 

the .'3tationary-flow proble:rn outlined above will, in general, still be e)':ceed-

ingly cornplex and we do not atternpt to obtain thern here. The equations of 

motion were written in this fot·n1 prirnaril y to s\-unrnarize once l!nore very 

briefly the most important feature.-; of idt::alized 'rotating plasmase 

Equation. (5) relates the centrifugal force to th.e ,go-called "diamagnetic" 

current j., knO\vledge of which is needed in E'q. ( 2) for the evaluation of v • 
~ . n 

Equation (6) describes the macroscopic "centrifugal confinement" of rotating 

plasrr1al.i which is superirnposed on the ordinary pinch effect j B, whenever 
n cp s-s0 

the flux surfaces are convex (i.e., when -a- < 0 ever~where, where ll ::: 0 

on some 1:1urface given by .so= constant). Finally, Eq. (7) expresses the 

obvious fact that steady li.'Otation in the prescn~e of friction is possible only 

if a steady drivin"' current J' is su·o,·Jli.ed. J:i'u:rtl'le:rtnore. it is clear that e. n ~. 

for a given shear streas thb driving C1u·t·1mt i:J inve:.n~ely proportional to 

the magnetic field. In the remai.ning discu:::~:ions wQ '\ivtll be prhnarily con-

cerned '\Vith the implications of Eq. ( 7). 

Some im.;ight into the riature of possible flow pattel::n.s is xeadily obt.-~hwd 

if we Inalce d:ra:.~tic sir~1pHfying assul'nptions about the flux distrll:mtion and 

hence <'!.lso aboi!t the natu:ral coordi.nata syster.n h1troduced e.:ul.ier. If, fur 
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inr:1tance, e is pa1·allel to the d:·<i.~' of :rota.tion everywhere, wo:~ hn.ve t:~i.r:l;::,lc 
-s 

cylindrical coordinates with n "'. r and s '"'"' z; Eq. ( 7) b(:Cor:nes 

av e2v al jr :e 
~ 1 _ .. .:9~ .:_~ 

__ v 4> z. ( 3) -- - =-- • 2. r 8r 2. 2 
r ,() r az t..L 

Ik~caur~e of the require1nent v • J = 0 for :=jtation~u·y currents and. beca11se of 

the earlier a8stnnption that: j r::: 0, we can furthe:~: ~mb8titute 
z 

where 1· 0 is any suitable :.t·a·lius L'1<.1ch a:3 that of the outer electrode. Further 

jr(r0, z) can be elimina.ted by mc~ans of Ohn:1 1 1> lavv, Eq. (·4), which now reads 

cE + v .,~, B :::o 7Jj • r 'I' z r 
(10) 

Note that the new unknown, E , -;.vh.ich. b introduced by Eq. ( 1 0), is independent 
. r 

of z since v X E = 0 anu 8.E /8r may be:~ co.-uidered m~gligible in this 
.- z 

approximation. Equation (G), after the snbstilutions (9) and (10), can then b~ 

solved if B
2
(r) is prescribed and t1v~ bounda:ry condition::.~ for v

41 
are given. 

Act~tally, we n11.wt sirnult;:meou.sly solve fox v 4> and Bz( r) with the hel:p o.f 

Eqo. (5) and ( 6) whc:re now a. :.:: 0. But -the c:ent•·iL1gal dir>tortion of B io 

negligible if 

r 
B (11) 

z 

In other words, when the :rctab.cn'll.;:-;!.1 spe.ed is rnu.::h smaller than the Al.fvcn 

velocity, B can h(~ con::Ji'.i.cred as unaffected by th.e flow. 
:z. 
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IV. VISCOUS FRICT!ON AT THE iNSULATORS 

If the plasrna i:-> allowed to br~ in contact with a l'igid surface :c; = zl' 

this aur!ace ;.-nuc:t be an insulator bcca.u:3e, a~:; stat{~d before. E r .. :r1.1st be . . r 

finite there. If, in addition, at this surface the bounda::y condition ! = 6 
-. ") 

is impo:>ed (no slip) the tern.1 f),;.v/az'' in F.q. (8) :rnust also b~~ finite~ There-
r,) 

!ore, j is forced to be a function of ~~ and it has been 9hown that, for uniforrn 
r 

B at least, and for typical conditions of rotating plasma experirnenta, the 
z 

current would tend to concentrate in thin bounda:i."Y layer~:; close to the insula-

tors. 
17

• 18 In any such numerical calculation it is assumed that the coef.fi-

cients T' and 1-'· which enter the proble1n can be esthnated .frmn kinetic 

theory, and that all Larmor radii are :nna.J.l enough so that·the rnacroscopic 

description represents a good approxirnation. t:.Jotc that the "I·Ia:rtmann"• 

type boundary layer::> at the insulators are predicted to be Gtable for the large 

Hartmann numbers M = BL('r)f.l)-l/:::~ encountered in the labo1·atory (.vhen th!Z) 

d t . fl . d i 1 tl 'I ) 
19 , 2 0 B . tl 1 con uc 1ng u1 · s p asma ra 10r than xnercury • ...ut :nnce ·te ayers 

are expected to be thin, they probably are v1~ry r;ensitive to surface roughn•aso, 

andsince they tend to carry high current dens:i.tie~.;, they are likely to cauue 

surface erosion and insulator failure. 

Therefore, it is rnoat e::;s.ential that the :;:;lawma not be subject to viscous 

friction at the instllato.r:;;. It shmtl•':, for il.-,stance, be possible to de sign an 

experimental arrangcrncnt \:dth a very long axial din1cm»ion ouch that the 

jnBq, "pinch effect" of J::q. (6) forcer~ p to vani:3h at tl;.tc:se surfaces even if 

sin a. = 0. It is rnuch xn.o:re p:::actico.l an<t att:.·active, ho,jvzwer, to rnake u.sc of 

the centrifugal effect and convc~~ t1ux surfaces in. Gr<.k::.· to d:d.ve the pln.u.ma 

away fxo:m the in:::;u.lators. Undouhteclly thL> objective ~;as at lea:.:;t partially 

acconaplh•hcd in the bdon e;,pcxi::;:J.f::nt, v.:l:ll~~,.·e 2'~ "::-nagn.etic rnir:ror" configtt-

3 
1·ation \.va::o uued. Even 1nore str·.:·ngJ.y curved geornetJ:i.c t; have:: i'x~<.')n intro-

dnc::ed in b·.'o othc;~ J:'("C'c:nt :mvc.stir,:;ations, 
17

• 
21 

one of which is discuss(~d in 
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de:tail in Section VI C>f ou:c o~we:r. 
. < L 

Another pro1r~ising attern~:Jt tc.~ avoid contact between the plasr.n.a aud 

the insulators is being rnade in tb.e Ho1.·.r.opola.r V e;.:pe;dment h1 which the 

gas in injected into a.n.J. the plaa1:na i:;> c:ceated in the center of a V\.H:y long 

• . d . l. 22 evacuate n·n1·ror n1ac une • 

.,. 
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V. VISCOUS FRICTION AT THE ELECTRODES 

While the friction. at the end plates can in principh'l b0 avoided, ;;orne 

contact '>i-·ith c;~lectrode ~mrfaces rnust u:;ually be taken into consid~1·atiun.. U: 

we assurrle as a sirnplification for iJ.lu:~t.;:ative purposes that the geo1net1·y is 

still cylindrical and B is unifo:t· fn, Eo. (8) i::; still applicable and the tenn . z • 

a2v q,/az2 
can now ~e neglect(~d. This r.-H':auB Eq. ( S) is independent of z, 

and Ohm's law [Eq. ( 10)) is not needf~d. The solution then is found to be a 

Poi seuille -type flow pattern; 

(12) 

where the Constanti'l C
1 

and C
2 

1Yl.U3t t.e ~valuated from the boundary Condi• 

tions on v q,• For instance, i.f the outer surface .ia rigid and there is no slip 

we must h~ve v¢(r
0

) = 0. If the inner boundary, on the other hand, ia fl-ee at 

r = r 1, then the stress there nmst be zero; i.e., f>v(
1
/ar = v~/r at 1· = rl. The 

resulting flow is given b)' 

jr(:t'o)B~ro 
v - ---,..---$ - · 41lr (13) 

We can nov; directly obtain tJu~ electric -field dbtdbution E (r) by using 
r 

Eqs. (10) and(l3); it ir:~ interesting to note that t.'l,.e form obtained fits the 

observations rnade on cdon better than tl-H~ undistorted vacuum field shown b~· 

Ba.ker ct al. 3 This n1.ay be fortuitou:-1, J:w•:J•~ver, b~cause, as Raker et al. 

have already pointed out, the vi:::<cosity ~.1. Jednced in this ..;vay appear~ to be 

unreasonably high. A ve::y direct quantitabv": eva.tuat.ion is obtained if the 

re~istance R
1 

of a unit length of such. a :;;teadily t'otatiug diHcha.rge is calcu-

lated f~:mn Eqs. ( 1 0) and (13 ), 

r t z 2 ( 
2. 

c _:!... J..n 
ro . B r

0 ri 
Rl ·- E dr ··- t:- + -;.,..fJ. - 1 - L. (U) 

2rrr o.i r{ r o' r 
Z1T J ro r. 

l 
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Th·~ fi1·st. term on the right represents the ordinary elt:;:ct:ric.: rca:iGta.nce of 

the pla.::~rna and can u:mally be <:t~3sumed negligible. Th:= second tertn is due 

t•.;. the viscous dissipation. Since the o1·dinary viscosity coefficient Ls exp•.:!c~:o::;d 

to decrease with increasing naagnetic field, the total resistance should increq.se 

with more than the sec'. nd power o£ B • This behavior i.s clearly not observed. 
z. 

We must the:t·efore conclude that the drag is enhanced by an anoma.lou<~ vis-

coaity or, more probably, that the actual flow pattern cannot at a.H be approxi-

mated by the laminar axisymmetric conditions underlying our a,nalysis. indeed, 

the probe n"leasurennents in lxion as well as in some of our own obsr~~rvation:J 

(see Section VI) indicate that the. structure of the plasma ni~ar the outer 

electrode is not necessarily axially symmetric. 
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VI. THE HOMOPOLAR UI EXPERIMENT 

A. General D0scriotion __________ .. _ .. __ _ 
Sin.ce the most .s;eriour; limitation in the \vorl.;: with rotating plasfna.:> 

invaria,bly inv0lved failure of the instllators, we have atten1pted a drastic 

soiution of thi.s problen1 in the device called Ho:rnopolar III (see Fig. Z). 

This work waf~ started in 19~18 an::l discontinued early in 1960. A very brief 

description of the experiment has beei! given befo.re. 17 Tb.e geoxnetry wa::; 

similar to one f.mggested by us earlie1· 
7 a.nd l'csexnbled that ur;ed in recent 

expc :drnents at Stockhohn. Z 1 Its containn1.ent properties laave bee11 considered 

in some detail by Bonnevier and Lehnert. 6 The principal :features of our 

ar:l'ange:ment were as follo·ws. The flmt surfaces ( 4) wG:lre nearly toroi .. ial 

because the :magnetic field was generated by a p\)].sed ring cun·ent flowing· 

in a circula.r coil ( 7). This "field coil" was embedded inaide the inner elect-

·rode and connected via welding cables {0) and iguitrons to a 5-kV 12.,000-~-JF 

elect:rolytic -capacito1· bank. The inner electrode ( 3) was made of thin stah1-

less steel so that the :n1agnetic field (3 to 10 kG) could easily pass into the 

apace between the electrode::;. The <)ttter electrode (1). on the other hai1d. 

was rnade of 0.5 -in. thick high-couduct:tvity alm:ni1.1U.m alloy which an10unted 

to about one skin depth at the frequency corresponding to the half-cycle time 

of the rn.agnetic field (appro:i'z 1 OC cps). The amount of flux leaking through 

the outer' shell during the fbcst 2..5 rn:::ec ·was t~herelfore insignificant. Except 

fol' BOl!le ieako.ge at the top and botto:rn ~-:dgE:e> of the Glect:i'odes, then, the 

fluy~ surface;:-, vvere fai.:dy pa:.t·allel to tb.c electroders;. Two au...:tdHai'Y field. 

out~:;ide just above t:u'ld belcw the oute1· sh~?.ll. 'fhe-;3c co,;.td be operated vdt.b. 
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locally add to (or subtract from) the puLed field of the coil ( 7). 

The insulators (2) we1·c straight cylinders 12-in •. cliam and 6-in. high 

made of Pyrex, ce 1·anuc, o:c initially even ·of plexiglar:HJ. The Pyre'' was too 

hagile and the ple:dglaB~ contar:ctin.ated the platnna very much (although it 

·was not too badly attacked by thi:~ discharge!) Tht> cerarnic inGulato:t·s, which 

were described as high grade (98o/o) alu:min::-t by the manufacturer, were. most 

satisfactory although they, too, discolored slightly after prolonged operation. 

Rubber-gasket seals were Inade bet·wecn the irumlatore and both electrodes 

so that the space between the latter could be purnped out to pressures well 

-3 below 10 -mm Hg. The rnajur diameter of the entire device was 24 in. and 

5 3 the total volume enclosed waa about 10 ern • The operating gas was bled 

in tlu-ough a needle valve ( 1 0) and continnou::;ly 1·emoved th1·ough the pump 

line ( 11 ). Obviously. the aybtem wa::; not intended for high-purity plasma 

work. 

The prhnary purpose of th<": expedment was the study o(a highly 

ionized rotating plaama which has no contact whatsoever with the in:::~ulator 

surfaces. The geometry de::;cribed above should be suitable, according to 

Eq. ( 6), if the gas is fully ionized and v <P is much larger than the random 

speed of the ions. Such a :-mper8onic flo-vt can be established if the ioniza
be 

· tion process can
1
Jnade to take place in a low electric field which is allowed 

to rise gradually. The criterion for thir:; condition of 111·eversirxe" accelera-

tion is that E /E << w .• where w . :::: eB/cm is the ion gyrofrequt·mcy. 
n n c1 c1 

Stated differently, the driving current supplied by the Bet of coa::dal cables 

(9) must be limited so that cj << env_, at all times. In the upper uketch o£ 
n <? 

Fig. 2 we show an extrerne case for a cold plasn1.a cornp:;.:e Bsed by the 

centrifugal force to forrn a flat ring in the equatorial plane {6). The electric 

fi.cld ( 1)} in indicated as pointinG inwa1·d; i.e., the oute:~: ~'l1ell is taken ao the 

nnode. 
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ln actual operation the above conditions 'IN.cre o:nly pa.ttiaHy "J.··~<ili:>;ed. 

Particularly, the ionhation phase in a lov.r electric field could neve.r b.a 

clearly established. Usually hydrogen or deuterium gas was used at initi.:tl 

_prel.il::mre s betv1een S and l 00- \.!. Ffg. The driving current was supplir=d by 

a 10-kV 600-:.t.F condense:r bank which was connected. to the elecb·odes by a. 

set of ign.itrons at the rno:ment the rnagnetic field reach.;Jd its peak value. 

By and large, th~e voltage and current behavior of thE: discharge was very 

si.rnilar to that of earlier Ilonwpola.r experh:nents 1 but wal.il extended in tilne 

scale to the point of being p;t·actici,Hy i.ndi.stinguiGhable fro:m the hdon f:x

perirnents t·eported more recentlyo 
3 

In particular, th.e rotational state 

(voltage-holding mode) u.sually lasted for r:wre than 500 psec and the qnasi-

stationary (holding) voltage could never be raised above about 3 kV. This 

:rneant that the st(Jady-r>tate rotational velocit:i.es on the av~:rage were only a 

anwunt of revolving n>aterial ~:md its :mo:rnent of inertia re:mained fairly 

constant up to ::>tarting potentials of 5 kV and, indeed, 110 app1·eciable dis-

to:rtion of the rnagnetic field by the centr.i.fuga.l force waa expected. Unfor-

tun.ately, beyond 5 kV the 01hydrorna.gnetic capacity" of the:~ rotating pla1nna 

h1creae11ad rapidly with the applied voltage :reaching five times the initial 

value at 7.5 kV. At the sa.Ine ti:n:'e the ga.s presr-1ure increased mar'kedly aftf.o.:r 

each discharge. There could be no doubt that !.axge quantities of gas were 

~~volved frorn the su.r.facEos 1:..nder thesE-:: conditions, aud that t7:v.: dia.rnagnetic 

bi(?Ilavior at 1elevated volta.g;cr; apparently was very d..i.ffe;n:;nt :f:r.orn that 

reported for the I:don device. 
3 Since;~ no oth···:.r very· "~ignHicant cnnch.tsion:·3 

could be drav;n frorn such six:r1ple external ob:::Jervations, furtb.e r detail~:; of 

th\~Se finding'> need not be given here. 
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B. Cu:rrC'nt Distdbution at the Electl·odea 

The overall results were clearly disappointing. .Localized measu:.:-c-

ments were required to establish whether the plasma was in fact confined 

to the equatorial regions. Observations with probes irtunersed into the 

plasma region proved to be rather unsatisfactory in this geornetry. It waa 

easy to isolate small regions (so-called current buttons), however, in the 

outer electrode and connect them to the (grounded) shell via low-inductance 

paths of sr:nall but finite re sista.n<_:e ( 0.1 Q). The local current density to the 

electrode could thus easily be observed by means of oscilloscopes. A set 

of four such current buttons was installed along the perimetex· of the xnachine, 

and along the "meridian'' line of one of these machines two more buttons 

were mounted at 30° and 60° above the. "equatorial" plane. The results 

were astonishinge 

In view of the arguments presented in Section U the outer electrode 

was usually chosen to be the anode. In that case it was noted that the local. 

current density invariably ±1uctuated wildly· and irregularly during the 

acceleration phase and steadied do·wn to 1·ather regular short pulses {approx 

2- p.sec duration) during the nearly steady voltage-holding phase. The 

a:rnplitltde of. these pulses was about three orders of .magnitude lower near 

the insulators than in the 11equatorial 11 region. Typical oscilloscope traces 

.are shown in Fig. 3. Analyses of the phases of these pulses at th(': various 

locations along the perimeter disclosed that the current pattern consieted of 

10 to 13 spokes moving roughly with the estimated mea.t'l ~:>peed of there .. 

volving plasma. It was also established that the main current entered the 

anode first in the equatorial region and spread within about 10 !J.:~ec all the 

. 0 
way up to the region 60 above the equator. During the neady stea.dy 

rotation the regularly spaced spokes also extended about 50 em to either 
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side o£ the equator exactly along the magnetic -field lines. They were about 

2-cm wide at the equator, narrowing with distance from it, and the total 

current in each amounted to 100 to 200 A. We made unsuccessful attempts 

to :mppress this banded structure of the anode current by deflecting the 

outer flux surfaces into the aluminum :.:hell near the top and bottom end of 

the machine (using the au.."{iliary de coils mentioned above). These failures, 

however, may have been caused by the lack of power available to adequately 

energize the trimmer coils. 

When the outer shell was used as the cathode, the banded structure 

of the. current was much less pronrmnced. A steady background current 

appeared, presumably due to ion collection. and the regular pulses were 

weak but occasional very ~Jharp peaks were observed. These latter were 

Ultdoubtedly caused by erratic cathode spots. 

C. Structure of the D~.scha:r~-

Evidently, it was very i:rnportant to determine how far into the interior 

of the discharge theBe spokes reached. We were also interested in finding 

out whether the extent of ilie spokes along the .J:1Ll.X lines was a m.easure of 

the thickness of the plasma a.nd whether the plasma density had a ribbed 

structure as sharply defined as the anode current. As m.entioned befoJ:e. 

electric- or magnetic-field probes protruding into the interelectrode space 

did not yield uGable resulhi. A sxnall dou.ble Langxnuir probe. however. 

when inserted very little beyond the anode surface through the port of one 

of the current buttons, gave a hint of a _srr~all E <P co.rnponent a~pearing 

simultaneously with each current spoke. 

Vlhen a sxnall quartz rod was thrust through a hole in a current button 

into the interior, the current collected by that button had a steady component 

superimposed on the regular pulses. We interpreted this as evidence for 
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a nearly steady motion of a finite plaslTJ.a that extends into regions between 

the $pokes. The magnitude of this current increased uniio:nnly with the 

length of the :rod. Evidently, the stopping of the plas:rna by the rod caused 

cuz·rent flow along the rod to the anode. This effect was very pronounced 

in the equatorial plane and was very feeble at a position 50 em above this 

plane. We concluded that the plasma was. indeed confined to a region : . .nth

tended by an angle of approxirn~tely 45° on eithe1· side o£ the central pl~~ne. 

Piezo-electric probes were used in an atte1npt to explore the pn:·st;nre 

fluctuations in the plasma. If those probe observations are accepted at :face 

value, it can be inferred that the spokes in the central plane are accompanied 

by pressure pulses of about 15% above the "steady" level. Unfortunately. 

these measurernents could not be extended to regions outside the equatorial 

plane. 

Since the plasma was clearly very tenuous near the insulators, ma.g

netic search coils could be introduced there without interfering with the 

discharge. In this way it was discove:l·ed that flashes of current along the 

insulators o~curred whenever the initial voltage was raised above 5 kV. 

These findings were qualitatively very similar to those reported on the 

Ixion experiment. 
3 

They were disappointing to us because the entire ex

periment had been specifically designed to avoid them. Evidently, the 

centrifugal-purnping action of this device was indequa.te to remove the sur-

face gas from the ceramic material well enough to prevent failure un<.h~r 

the severe conditio11s of irradiation from the plaeu:na. The copious liberation 

of gas noted in these cases could then 1·eadily be ascribed to the discharges 

along the insulators. 
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VII. DISCUSSION 

3 4 23 
It is clear fro:r.c1 the findings reported here and elsevvhere • ' that 

neither the flow nor the current distribution in rotating plasmas is usually 

completely axisymmetric, at l,:;.a;->t in the neighborhood of the outer bounding 

surface if this surface is an elect1·ode in contact with the plasma. In the 

ca;:ae of the Hornopolax· III exporhnent, tho _observed phenomena did not 

appear to be turbulent, hov1c.wer, but rathex· suggested. the exi:;tence of 

wellw'behaved, fai:rly :regular flute-shaped structures. It is tt.,mpting to 

speculate that the discharge involved stationary secondary flows of some 
' ' 

fonn whi:::h natu1·ally would assume a ceVular pattern. This speculation is 

certainly in keeping.with the fact that the spacing between the ob~erved 

spokes roughly equaled. the distance between the elect:rodes. However, an 

analysis y~elding predictions concerning stable flow patterns in this geo ~ 

metry is a 'forxni.dable task. since it would have to be based on. hydroxnagnetic 

stability calculation::; of Poiseuille -type flows in curved channels. Only a 

few general rernarks can be m.ade. 

The anal·ysis of ::Jtability of Poiseuille motion is difficult even in 

d . 1 d '1 . • d . f tl. . 1 h 1 24 '"Th .h d or 1nary 1yrou.ynarrncz an 1n. per.ec .y stra1g1t c .annes. e y ro-

magnetic problern is p:robably still. .more cornplicz.te.d. The special case 

of flow parallel to a straight and uniio:rr:n r.o.ag:u.etic field has been worked 

out. however, 3.nd it was found. of course, that the field can have a strong 

'b•l• . f·S: 25 
sta J. 1z.tng e J.ect. The crossed-field rnotion, of interest in the pre3ent 

context, has apparently not yet been attacked. Here the sta.bi.lizing effect 

ofthe magnetic field is expected to be much •;,·eaker if not totally absent 

bec<:~use the one-dimensional problem seem.s to become independent of the 

field. As a first approximation, then, ·vve may regard the stability problem 

for parallel crossed-field flow as a purely hydrodynamic one. 
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For rotation the! situation is n()t :>o Bin'll-'le. Unfo1·tunately, even in 

ol·di11ary hydrodynamics the stability of :n:volvin~ Poi::;euille xnotion ha..; 

never ~een ana.ly:Ged fo1· the rnode s o£ interest be1·e. O:lly rudsyuuYi.etdc 

pe1·turbations ( Taylo1· instabilities) hav~ becm studied because in the ab3cnce 

of a rnagnetic field these are bf far the most important ones. It is likely, 

on the other hand, th.at for the l'otating plasmas under discussion all 11ln = 0 11 

modes are completely stabilized becauae the Hartrnann numbers bal:ied on 

the electrode spacing are alwa.ya ver.:y la1·ge. While this statement has not 

been proven rigorously it is infe.x·red sirnply from the stability of hydro-

magnetic C·ouette flow. 1'he latter has be-3n studied extensively in recent 

years by Chandrasekhar and others26 and the stabilizing ~£feet o! the axial 

magnetic field has been clearly dernonstrated •. 
27 

Only axi:3ynunetric 

perturbations have been conside1·ed so far, however, even in the problem 

of this Couette flo\.v between revolving cylinders. 

The fact that the spokes were in phase along the magnetic -field lines 

can be takeil as an exp,el'irnl:mtal confirmation of the above inference. It is 

also evident that the p1·oblem of flute it1stabilities in rotating plasrna::: c ;mnot 

simply be reduced to a question in o:rdina1·y hydrodyna.mic:s. The l'ea::Jon for 

the difie1·ence is that the centripetal force in such rotating plasmas rnu::1t be 

derived from a body force } X"!: while in hydl·odynamics it is always ascribed 

to a pressure gradie:11t. Indeed, the Reynolds number, Re = pv ..p r /tJ.• for the 

rotating plasmas in question. is usually rather low, certainly much less 

than 1000, whereas for onset of hydrodynamic turbulence in straight 

PoiseuHle motion this number 21 has to be at least 5000. In other worda. 

the inferred secondary flo\v is most likely initiated by a hydromagn~tic 

rather than a hydrodynamic instability--but a full understanding is still 

lacking. 
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In exp(~rirnents with convex flux surfaces, in which the plabima is 

compressed along the field lines by the centrifugal effect, one's difficulties 

are compounded because the 8econdary flows in all likelihood are thx·ee

dirnenl:lional. This is directly .seen on inspection of Eq. (6). Since the 

velocity close to the surfaces ia very low, the centrifugal compone11t 

there becomes negligible and th~ plasma can escape along the field lines. 

It is quite possible that this effect contributes to the insulator failure at 

elevated power levels. 

To all these arguments we have to add the considerations of the charge 

transport discussed in Section II. If the motion is not completely axisym

metric, azimuthal components of electric field can well exist in the interior 

of the plasma; therefore, some of the charge flow may be due to electron 

drift towards the anode. Obviously, such regions must be pe1·iodic along 

concentric circles, just as observed. Only in the immediate neighborhood 

of the anode we have to invoke small-scale instabilities ol an.electron 

sheath rather than azimuthal fields to permit charge collection at that sur ... 

lace,. Ion emission would. in that case, not be needede Because ol the 

speculative and vague nature of this discussion, however, a more detailed 

analyeb of the possible modes of charge transport does not seem Justified., 

In summary we conclude that the anomalous dissipation in our rotatin.a 

plasmas can probably be ascribed to a complex flow pattern rather than to a 

small-scale turbulence which might enhance both resistivity and vlecosity • 
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FIGURE L!:X.?ENDS 

F:ip;. l. 1-:lomopola:c II experinwnt (schematic) sho"\vl.ng collector probes at 

the outer electrode. 

r· i:;. 2.. Homopolar III experbnent. 

Ci~. J. Oscilloscope traces from Homopolciu· III experiment. 

(a) Current-button response, 1 A/em; 50 f-LI:iec/cm.; 

(b) Voltaee, 3 kV/cm; 50 IJ.Sec/cm; 

(c) Total cun·ent, ·40 kA/cm; 50 J.Laec/cm; 

(d) and (e) Current-button responses at a. speed of 10 !Hlec/cLr.\ 

starting at 60 ~Lsec after breakdown • 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, rior the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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